sensory rhodopsin is a light-driven unidirectional rotor,
The building of molecular-level motors is essential for implementing a bottom-up approach to nanoscale devices (1) . One major challenge in this regard is the production of unidirectional (rotary) motion. In 1999,
Feringa and co-workers demonstrated that repetitive, unidirectional rotations about a carbon-carbon double bond could be achieved in chiral biarylidenes (2) . In these molecules each clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW) 360º rotation involves four discrete steps, which are activated by UV light or heat. As shown in Fig. 1A for the R,R biphenanthrylidene I, a light-induced trans-cis isomerization of the carbon-carbon double bond brings the system to station II, where further isomerization continuing in the same direction is prevented by steric hindrance. However, by supplying heat, a change from M to P helicity occurs (IIIII), which enables a second light-induced cis-trans isomerization (IIIIV) to proceed in the original direction. Similarly, in station IV a thermal step is needed to obtain the initial stereoisomer and for starting a new cycle.
-Figure 1 here (one column) -
While biological systems that accomplish rotary motion using chemical energy are known at the level of complex protein assemblies (e.g., ATPase (3) and flagella motors (4)), such behavior is yet to be detected at the single-molecule level. However, it has been suggested that rhodopsins, a class of ubiquitous photoreceptors that include the rod visual pigment (Rh) of superior animals, could be biological analogues to the biarylidene rotors (5) . Rhodopsins Indeed, for Rh, crystallographic (7, 8) , NMR (9, 10) and computed (11) structural data point to a chromophore that displays a negatively twisted 11-cis double bond and M helicity in its backbone. Upon light absorption, the chromophore isomerizes to bathorhodopsin, the first isolable photocycle intermediate that exhibits a ca. -140° twisted -C11=C12-bond and P helicity (12) . This MP change in helicity is consistent with a CW isomerization motion, which has also been confirmed by excited state reaction path and trajectory computations (13, 14) .
Besides olefin chirality, a second requirement for achieving a complete (360°) light-driven unidirectional rotation in a molecular system is photochromism, whereby two thermostable forms of the system can be reversibly converted into one another through the absorption of light. Recently, Spudich and co-workers have reported that the sensory rhodopsin of the cyanobacterium Anabaena PCC 7120 (ASR) fulfills this requirement (15, 16) . As shown in Fig. 2 , ASR exists in two thermostable forms (ASR AT and ASR 13C in Fig. 2A (17) . The photostationary ASR AT /ASR 13C ratio depends on the wavelength of illumination and is believed to provide a mechanism for single-pigment color sensing (15, 16) . The efficiency of the photoinduced ASR AT ASR 13C and ASR 13C ASR AT conversions has been quantitatively investigated by Kandori and co-workers (17) . These authors showed that both processes occur with unity quantum yield, without any significant influence from competitive thermal processes. 
Results and Discussion
To assess the accuracy of the electrostatic embedding error. We also find (Table S1) Using the experimental FTIR data as
reference (24), we have evaluated the changes in N-D frequency in the K states relative to the parent states (Table S2) . Consistently with the FTIR data, we find that the N-D frequency increases in the K states, and that the increase in ASR AT -K (ca. 100 cm -1 ) is more pronounced than that in ASR 13C -K (ca. 50 cm -1 ).
Indeed, the distances and angles between the N-H moiety and W402 reported in Fig. 3 indicate that our chromophores feature a negatively (-167°) and a positively (+13°) pre-twisted -C13=C14-double bond, respectively. This pre-twisting, which is also found in the corresponding crystallographic structures, induces local helicity in the molecular backbone (Fig. 1B) . Thus, the chromophore displays P helicity in both ASR AT and ASR 13C . The computed reaction paths (Fig. 4) show that, upon photoexcitation, both ASR AT and ASR 13C undergo CCW isomerization about the -C13=C14-bond, leading to a conical intersection and, following decay to the ground state, to ASR AT -K and ASR 13C -K.
Indeed, the K intermediates show highly twisted -C13=C14-bonds of -26 (AT) and +150° (13C).
Through the CCW isomerization to reach the K intermediates, the P helicities of the parent states are Table S1 . Top: changes of key dihedral angles with the leftmost value referring to ASR AT and the  value referring to the difference between ASR AT and ASR AT -CI. The preferential CCW twisting of the -C13=C14-bond is confirmed via additional calculations showing that CW twisting is energetically less favorable (see further Fig. S1 ). (B) The corresponding path and structural details for ASR 13C . 
Figure Legends

